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After EXPO -

We can see
the Actroids again!
The four “ACTROID-expo” models became very
famous during the Expo 2005 Aichi, Japan.
After ﬁnishing the 6-month hard work at the Expo,
they have been working in various places.

*ACTROID-expo
Co-developed by Kokoro and Advanced Media,Inc.
under the "Next-Generation Robot Commercialization
Project" of the New Energy and Industrial Technology
Development Organization (NEDO).

Permanent installation
of the Actroid has been realized!
The Actroid introducing future power
At the exhibition booth

“NEDO Future Scope”

On the 4th floor of Science Museum (Tokyo)
The Actroid has become a permanent exhibit so that you can
come to see it anytime. It is working as an information girl at
the renewal opened exhibition booth “NEDO Future Scope” in
Science Museum, Tokyo where you can experience a “dream”
achieved by a wide variety of technologies. The Actroid is
gaining much popularity there among many other robots as
an actually operating robot which provides voice interaction
experience to guests. Please pay attention to its new costume
with a red hat. It is waiting for you in Science Museum!

The Actroid named “Sakura” which was working
at the north gate during the Aichi Expo.

You can also see the Actroids
in the Aichi Expo Memorial Park!
Two Actroids are to be permanently exhibited
in the Aichi Expo Memorial Park.
Entrance of “NEDO Future Scope”
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In response to requests from all over the world!

The popularity of the Actroid is not limited within Japan!
It is playing major roles also abroad responding to
enthusiastic requests.
There has been a ﬂood of reservations for it. A part of
its hard schedule is introduced here.

goes abroad.
“2006 Robot Dream Exposition Taiwan”
Traveling exhibition in Taiwan
(Taipei, Tayuan, Gaoxiong and Taichung)

The Actroid-DER played an important role in “2006 Robot Dream Exposition Taiwan”, a large-scale
traveling exhibition which traveled around Taiwan for 6 months, as a beautiful robot star from Japan.
Though it was not accustomed to wearing Kimono, it gave greetings to guests in Taiwan with a smile.
The popularity of androids in Asia is more and more overheated.

